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Note:  Some designs in this collection may have been created using unique special stitches and/or techniques.  To preserve design 
integrity when rescaling or rotating designs in your software, always rescale or rotate designs using the handles directly on-screen.

Listings below indicate color sample, stitching order and suggested thread color number. “I” refers to Isacord Thread and “T” refers to Timeless. Colors beginning 
with 20501 refer to YLI Fine Metallics, 7 refer to Yenmet Metallic, 8 refer to YLI Variations Variegated Thread and 9 refer to Isacord Multicolor Variegated.
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19999-007  Woodgrain Reverse 
Appliqué Heart
4.36 X 6.56 in.

110.74 X 166.62 mm
9,668 St. R

n 1. Heart Placement Stitch .................................. 1123    20130
n 2. Heart Tackdown & Cut Line............................ 1123    20130
n 3. Woodgrain Details .......................................... 1123    20130
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Reverse Appliqué Instructions
1. Hoop a double layer of  Polymesh Cut-Away stabilizer in appropriate hoop.
2. Stitch the appliqué placement stitch. Be sure to use a color that will stand out on the stabilizer. PHOTO 01
3. Use provided patterns to cut out the appliqué piece. It is advisable to cut the appliqué just slightly larger than the 

pattern. Do this by cutting just outside the pattern line rather than directly on the pattern line. PHOTO 02
4. Remove hoop from machine but do not remove project from hoop. Spray the stabilizer lightly with temporary 

adhesive spray. Place the appliqué over the appliqué placement stitch. Be sure that the edges of  the appliqué cover the 
appliqué placement stitch entirely. PHOTO 03

5. Lightly re-spray stabilizer and applique with temporary adhesive spray if  needed. Adhere your garment or fabric to the 
hooped stabilizer with appliqué fabric already placed.  PHOTO 04

6. Stitch remaining colors of  the design.  PHOTO 05
7. Remove the hoop from the machine and fabric from the hoop.
8. Carefully cut away only the top layer of  fabric by cutting x" from the sewn Tackdown/ Cut Line.  PHOTO 06

NOTE: Design used in photographs is for instructional purposes only and may not be included in purchased collection.
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